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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The past 20 years have seen a revolution in our ability to map the seafloor commensurate with the revolution in understanding of terrestrial processes afforded by the first airborne or satellite imagery.  This revolution is the result of convergent developments in sonar technologies, positioning capabilities and computer capacity.  We will explore how these technologies have come together to provide exciting new insights into seafloor geology and processes.



Prediction is very difficult,  especially about the 
future. Niels Bohr

New Frontiers in Seafloor Mapping

There are many methods for predicting the future.  
For example,  you can read horoscopes,  tea leaves,  
tarot cards,  or crystal balls.  Collectively,  these 
methods are known as "nutty methods. " Or you can put 
well- researched facts into sophisticated computer 
models,  more commonly referred to as "a complete 
waste of time. " 

Scott Adams The Dilbert Future

http://www.quotationspage.com/quotes/Niels_Bohr/�
http://www.quotationspage.com/quotes/Scott_Adams/�


• Focus on acoustic techniques for 
bathymetry

•Focus on GEBCO domain of deep sea

•Look at near-term trends with 
some “pie in the sky”  

New Frontiers in Seafloor 
Mapping



History of Ocean Mapping

2000 B.C.

Lead Line:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a boat model retrieved from the tomb of Meket-re who was buried at Thebes in about 2000 BC.If you look at the fellow in the bow of the boat, you will see that he is wielding a lead line.  The depth of the water was measured by dropping this weighted and marked line to the seafloor.Lets now skip ahead nearly 4000 years.



1450

The History of Ocean Mapping

Lead Line:



1450

The History of Ocean Mapping

Lead Line:

1940



Single Beam Echo Sounder





Image derived from theoretical sonar model interacting
with artificial seabed DTM using “SynSwath” John Hughes Clarke - UNB



Image derived from theoretical sonar model interacting
with artificial seabed DTM using “SynSwath”

John Hughes Clarke = UNB



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start with an example of EM1000 (95 kHz) 68 beam data from San Francisco Bay -- data collected for USGS (5 - 50 m of water)Traditional view - selected soundings and contours



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take advantage of inherent density of data and form DTM and sun illuminate -- now clearly see bedforms of many scales as well as clear indication of flow directions



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also have absolutely co-registered backscatter - which now starts indicating differences in seafloor properties or texture -- high backscatter is light - low backscatter dark  -- but still not terribly intuitive -- not the way we are used to viewing the world -- move to interactive 3-D environment



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overview of dataset as if standing on Golden Gate Bridge - 2 m pixels -- color coded depth - 30 m USGS DTM used for land (grayscale) Angel Island in distance.  One of real advantages of this environment is that multiple objects can be combined and georeferenced at their native resolution -- no need to up or down-sample for uniform resolution across scene.  Environment shows geometric relationships in natural and intuitive way -- yet remains fully quantitative -- points can be interrogated for position, depth and any other attributes -- profiles can be interactively produced (next slide)Scale bar -- meaningless in 3-D -- it is different everywhere on page -- but we can measure any distance interactively -- in this image high in foreground is 600 m across -- Angel Island is about 3km across







Presenter
Presentation Notes
Zoom in - Alcatraz Island -- color coded depth -- note multiple scales of bedforms - large ones that are 1 - 2 m in height - smaller ripples 5 - 20 cm in height -- symmetry implies tidal oscillation features -- important in terms of sediment transport and contaminant transport - fate of dredge spoils, etc.  using color for height is redundant as it is shown by 3-D view and can interrogate for it -- wastes a degree of freedom -- we can use color to display other attributes and drape on bathymetry (next slide)Scale -- as shown in profiles -- little ripple profile about 180 m 		  large bedform profile about 600 m



Advances in Offshore Positioning

1960’s - Sextant ~ 1 n.m. (if good)

1970’s - Transit Satellite ~ 100 m intermittently

Early 1990’s - GPS ~ 100 m continuously

Late 1990’s - DGPS ~ 10 m continuous

Early 00’s - RTK ~ 5 cm x,y,z, continuous

System Accuracy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Along with the development of multibeam sonar has been the tremendous increase in our ability to position the vessel and to monitor the motion of the vessel (and thus in our ability to position the sounding).  (Have ignored Loran here)



Advances in Motion Sensors

1970’s - Damped pendulum 

1990 - Vertical gyro

1993 - Loose inertial/GPS integration 

early 00’s - Tightly integrated inertial/GPS

Attitude - .01 deg (RTK)
Heading - .02 deg (RTK or DGPS)
Velocity - .01 m/sec (RTK)
Position - .02 - .10 m (RTK)
200 Hz update rate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Given the large moment arms of multibeam systems, it is essential to accurately monitor the motion of the vessel -- this technology too has improved tremendously over the past few years -- Specs listed are for POS-MV320 V3 with RTK	didnt want to mention names:	For your info -- pendulum is Hippy		vertical gyro - TSS335B		loose inertial - DMS and early POS		tight inertial POS V3



Increase in Data Density

Method Soundings/hr Mb/hr
Lead line 10 .00008
Echo sounder 21,600 .1728
EM-100 292,000 2.1
EM-1000 324,000 27.9 (ss)
EM-3000 1,500,000 79.8 (ss)
in 5 m of water  30,000,000 800 (ss)

in 100 m of water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like most revolutions this one comes with a price -- the price is increased data density --examples above for 100 m of water -- final example for 5 m of water



CHALLENGES
• Managing vast amounts of data
• Interacting with the data
• Presenting large amounts of data
• Verifying the data 

But… the data density opens 
up a world of new possibilities



• 30-year trends
• Speed doubles every 50 months (at least)
• Computer costs cut in half every 32 months
• Memory costs cut in half every 18 months

Advances in Computing Power

• Every 10 years computers have become
•At least 5 times faster
• Cost 7% of original cost (memory 1%)

Moore’s Law

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BUT -- there have also been commensurate developments in computing power	Think about what you could buy for 5K in the 60’s -- a fancy mechanical calculator	in the 70’s a kHz processor with 4K or RAM	in the 80’s  10’s of MHz processor with  a meg of RAM	in the 90’s 100’s of MHz processor with 100 meg of RAM	in the 00’s 1 Gig processor and 100’s of meg of RAM



•Time to transfer 1 gigabyte of data:

• 28.8 kbaud modem 75 hours
• ISDN 17 hours
• ADSL 30 minutes
• 10 BaseT 13 minutes
• 100 BaseT 80 seconds
•1000 BaseT 8  seconds

Advances in Computing Power

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As well as our ability to transfer data (often the real bottleneck)



Benefits of Increased Data Density:

• Redundancy provides increased 
accuracy

• Data density allows us to visualize and 
quantitatively explore the data in new 
ways 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a real benefit to this sort of data density -- instead of sparse soundings that we must interpolate between -- we know have near complete and often overlapping coverage of the seafloor.  This provides redundancy to help reduce the uncertainties involved with our measurements but also opens up the world of scientific visualization for data exploration.  We can now create accurate seafloor models (DTM’s) and explore data in a way we have not been able to before.  We will look at some examples where this combination of data density and visualization capabilities have provided an greatly enhanced understanding of seafloor processes



Funding

SonarsPlatforms Sensors

Processing

Products

The seafloor mapping system



RESON 9001 RESON 8111RESON 8101 SIMRAD EM100

ELAC 1050 SIMRAD EM121

ISIS100FANSWEEP 20 ODOM ECHOSCAN

EM3000RESON 8125

SONARS:



•Beam forming sonars:
-bathymetry and co-registered 

backscatter with angular resolution
•Interferometric sonars:

-use phase comparison to 
generate bathy – sidescan sonar-like 
imagery

Swath-mapping sonars



SONARS:
“Hybrid”  sonars: use interferometry for high-
quality imagery -- some beam forming for 
ambiguity resolution

FanSweep 20

Trends: better algorithms for 
interferometric solutions = 
higher resolution bathymetry 
while maintaining high-quality, 
co-registered imagery and wide 
swath – also SAS



5m range

unfocused

focused

SEABAT 8125

SONARS:
“Focused” sonars:  compensate for wavefront curvature
to allow focusing in the near-field. Much higher target resolution



SeaBat 8125 and 8101  bathymetry collected at 5 knots
over the 103m long freighter,    Al-Mansoura, in 50 m of 
water in the Persian Gulf after hitting a platform at night 
in 1985.     (Courtesy of RESON)

81258101

unfocused focused

Focused Sonar



SCUTTLED GERMAN FLEET IN SCAPA FLOW



Mulberry Harbor off Omaha Beach



Sherman ‘DD’ Tank off Omaha Beach



Sherman ‘DD’ Tank off Omaha Beach



Martha’s Vineyard Mine Burial Site



SONARS:
“CHIRP” multibeam sonars:

• Increased bandwidth = increased 
temporal resolution 

•Increased bandwidth = multiple pings in  
water = increased sounding density

• Increased bandwidth = “multispectral” 
thematic mapping



Narrow band Full bandwidth

The Beauty of Bandwidth

Radarsat



PVDF polyvinyldene fluoride
(Airmar Corp)

1-3 Piezocomposite
(Materials Systems Inc)

New Transducer Materials:

cymbals



Mapping the water column:

SM2000



Midwater target mapping



SENSORS:

Motion Sensors:
Tightly integrated inertial/GPS

Attitude - .01 deg (RTK)
Heading - .02 deg (RTK or DGPS)
Velocity - .01 m/sec (RTK)
Position - .02 - .10 m (RTK)
200 Hz update rate

Continued improvements - not limiting factor



SENSORS:
Sound Speed Profile:

Still biggest source of error

• Improved MVP and other continuously   
profiling sensors

• Tomographic arrays 



Moving Vessel Profiler



MVP and Fiber Sensor

Instrumented Tow Cable

 Cable Characteristics
– Unfaired 0.40” Diameter Steel 

Cable
– Weight in Air = 0.22 lb/ft
– Total Length = 6000 ft
– Winch: 54” width; 48” height; 38” 

depth; 1000 kg 
– Achievable Depth = 400 ft at 16 

knots
– Survival Speed = 30 Knots
– Depth and Temperature Sensor at 

bottom

Sampled temperature data collected from South of 
New England using the Instrumented Tow Cable in 

June 2000
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Sampled temperature data collected from South of New England 
using the LBVDS Instrumented Tow Cable in June 2000.

Temperature Profiles every 2 minutes over 12 hours
Units: Degrees C (offset by time in minutes since comex)
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Hugin AUV

The future of deepwater mapping is 
SHALLOW WATER MAPPING

PLATFORMS:



PLATFORMS:
ROV’s and par ticular ly AUV’s:
•HIGH RESOLUTION BATHYMETRY

Example - 2000m Depth:
Surface Ship - 7.0m Depth Resolution
AUV - 0.2m Depth Resolution

•HIGH RESOLUTION CO-LOCATED IMAGERY
Example - 2000m Depth: 
Surface Ship - 40.0m pixel 
AUV - 0.5m pixel

50m

2000 m



• an example from 
ROPOS -- poor 
man’s multibeam -
IMAGENIX sector 
scanner

NESTED SURVEYS:
Satellite, Multibeam, Deep Tow, ROV, 
Submersible





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Zoom in to section of ridge crest mapped with Hydrosweep color coded depth - 2400 - 2700 m -- 70 m pixels -- now zoom in further Scale -- bounding box is 30 km NS and 20 km EW



Presenter
Presentation Notes
AMS120 data with 2 m pixels superimposed on Hydrosweep data (70 m pixels)Hydrosweep data is about 10 km wide where AMS 120 data is superimposed -- AMS 120 data about 1 km wide



Presenter
Presentation Notes
�Zoom in on AMS 120 2-m pixel data -- in background can see higher resolution survey collected with Imagenix sector scanning sonar from ROVSwath width about 500 m (one side) - 1 km total 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Color coded depth of 500 x 600 m segment  of ridge crest -- 1 m pixels -- and hydrothermal fields.  Gaps in acoustic data produced by 370 deg C hot water spewing from vents -- about 50 m total vertical relief.Data set is about 350 m long and 160 m wide



Juan de Fuca Ridge

Mothra Hydrothermal Field

3-D acoustic image of Mothra field from Imagenix 
sonar data 

Photomosaic of Mothra field generated by Univ. 
of Washington

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Imagenix sonar range data from hydrothermal vent fields brought into 3-D environment.  50 cm pixels.  Photomosaic of same hydrothermal vent field put together from 137 photos by scientists at Univ of Washington.  We have gone from 2 km pixels to optical resolution.Image is about 32 m across and 17 m high





Real-time 3-D visualization of AUV data



PROCESSING:

• Faster

• Cheaper

• Better



CUBE Edited  – 10 minutes

27
82

m

30 22’45”W
86 39’30”N

Projection: UTM
Ellipsoid: WGS84

Hand Edited  – 48 hours
4820m

30 22’45”W
86 39’30”N

Projection: Mercator
Ellipsoid: WGS84

Combined Uncertainty and Bathymetry Estimator --

Brian Calder

CUBE



Output Surface Data
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CUBE
Combined Uncertainty and Bathymetric Estimator

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Four examples of surfaces produced by cube -- depths, uncertainty of depth in node, number of hypotheses for each node and Strength of hypotheses in node -- strength a measure of the uncertainty of the chosen sounding versus the best hypothesis -- if the strength is high (red)  - there is great ambiguity between the choice and one must pay attention to the second hypotheses -- here CUBE chooses the bottom but shows pilings as strong hypotheses



Example: Wood’s Hole, MA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Output of cube for woods hole harbor -- 



Example: Wood’s Hole, MA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Detail of output -- preserved asymmetric sand waves as well as manmade debris in dump field



Example: Wood’s Hole, MA

Uncertainty

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Uncertainty associated with depth measurements 



NAVO AREA-BASED EDITOR in Fledermaus:



THE “NAVIGATION SURFACE”

(Shep Smith)
 Gridded product but preserves shoal soundings

 Removes system noise

 Multiple uses and display forms

 Horizontal resolution appropriate to navigation 
purpose and survey horizontal uncertainty.

 Vertical resolution appropriate to data source
 Local minima shoal biased/respected
 All other areas follow a “conservative best  

estimate” rule



PRODUCTS:

• Real-time 3-D updates and 
DATA FUSION for QC 
and interpretation

• Near-real-time derivative 
maps



A new perspective  new insights





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other features best resolved by bathymetry but would be nearly impossible to interpret from standard contour plots based on singlebeam data.  Pockmarks (from gas escape) in Passamaquoddy Bay between Maine and New Brunswick (EM1000 data combined with aerial photography).  Pockmarks are showing the combination of distribution of gas and Holocene sediments. In this area gas may be related to deep (thermogenic) sources.  Also seem to follow local fault patterns indicating regional structural trends.About 60 km across bottom of scene



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can use 3-D environment to actually explore the nature of the pockmarks -- looking from below we see the distribution of their depths.Large pockmarks are 50 - 80 m across





NOAA  BATHY-TOPO PROJECT

Flight into Tampa Bay, Florida





















Data Fusion



































The Chart of the Future
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